A nthropogenic disturbances have fragmented native woodland, leaving tree populations susceptible to the deleterious effects of reduced gene flow. There is evidence that, in fragmented landscapes, pollen disperses over larger distances than theoretically anticipated (1) , which could potentially offset these effects. However, despite the predominant role of seed dispersal and establishment in determining population genetic structure, contemporary gene movement has rarely been estimated after seed establishment (2, 3) . The dogma has been that pollen dispersal is the main vector of gene flow among fragments, whereas seed-mediated gene flow generated from rare long-distance dispersal events is primarily important for colonization. Here we show that seed dispersal is up to six times more effective than pollen dispersal at maintaining genetic connectivity among remnants of a wind-pollinated, wind-dispersed temperate tree, Fraxinus excelsior, across a chronically deforested landscape (4) . Parentage analysis is a practical tool to meet the challenge of estimating the scale and quality of longdistance dispersal (5) . We determined the parentage of 60 seedlings that were establishing in three focal forest remnants (6) . We assigned parentage to either local trees or foreign trees that were located in other extant remnants within a 900-ha deforested valley in the Southern Uplands of Scotland (4). We found that gene flow into each remnant is extensive (67.5 to 87.5% of assignments). Furthermore, whereas only 25 to 35% of the seedlings were pollinated by foreign pollen but dispersed from local trees, 50 to 75% became established after longdistance dispersal of foreign seeds (6) .
We recorded seed dispersal covering distances up to 1.4 km and quantified the contribution of both local and long-distance dispersal to establishment (Fig.  1) . Although 38% of the seedlings were dispersed from local trees, 8% originated from trees located in one of four neighboring remnants (100 m to 3 km). Our empirical data therefore corroborate modeling predictions of a leptokurtic dispersal curve ( Fig. 1) (5) . Up to 53% of seed-mediated gene flow (and at least 46% after correction for cryptic gene flow) is estimated to occur from outside the sampled area of 900 ha. Therefore, the tail of the dispersal curve, similar to that for pollen (4), may spread over tens of kilometers. Secondary wind or water dispersal may contribute to such long-distance dispersal. However, modeling evidence (5) supports the idea that the barren landscape of the Southern Uplands increases the likelihood that such winged-seed will be uplifted and the idea that the exposed environment of deforested landscapes favors long-distance dispersal of both pollen and seed.
A comparison of pollen-mediated gene-flow estimates from established seedlings and from open-pollinated progeny arrays shows that realized pollen-mediated gene flow (12.5 to 17.5%) is a third or less than potential pollen-mediated gene flow (4). Therefore, accounting for seed dispersal and establishment is essential for determining actual genetic connectivity of extant populations. The situation for severely fragmented populations of F. excelsior is encouraging for the survival of a wind-pollinated, wind-dispersed species in fragmented habitats. Because of enhanced long-distance dispersal of both pollen and seed across a barren landscape, not only is genetic diversity maintained, but also new alleles are established into remnant gene pools (6) . These characteristics may be important in allowing F. excelsior to adapt and shift range in response to climate change (7). . When a single parent was identified, it was assumed to be the maternal parent. When a parent pair was identified, the nearest parent was assumed to be the maternal parent.
